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There’s a first time for every-

thing, and your first gift gives 

students “firsts” of their own, 

whether it’s their first college 

class, research project, mentor, 

or study abroad experience. 

Your generosity empowers  

us to innovate and invest in 

programs and courses that  

will launch students into  

successful, rewarding careers. 

Thank you — and welcome  

to the family!

THANK YOU

FOR MAKING  
YOUR FIRST GIFT!
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There’s a first time for everything, 

and your first gift gives students 

like you “firsts” of their own.  

Just think of all the amazing  

firsts you experienced and are  

now paying forward — whether  

it’s someone’s first college class, 

research project, mentor, or study 

abroad experience. 

Your generosity empowers us to 

innovate and invest in programs 

and courses that will launch other 

Chargers into successful, rewarding 

careers. Thank you for giving back 

to the Charger family! 
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THANK YOU

FOR YOUR  
LOYAL SUPPORT!

Because of you, students can 

be the first in their families to 

attend college, participate in 

intensive research projects, 

connect with a mentor, and 

have life-changing experiences 

studying abroad. 

Your generosity empowers  

us to innovate and invest in 

programs and courses that  

will launch students into  

successful, rewarding careers. 

Thank you for continuously  

giving to Charger Nation!
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“I chose the University 

of New Haven because 

it was the school that 

made me feel the  

most welcomed. As  

a first-generation  

college student, I didn’t 

know much about the college process, and the faculty and 

staff were more than ready to help. It was comforting to know 

how much they cared and how invested in me they were. It 

was obvious the faculty genuinely cared about their students 

and how they were doing, which I knew I would need to study 

in the forensic science program. I am truly grateful for all the 

personal and financial support I have received thus far.”

To read more student success stories, visit: NEWHAVEN.EDU/BLOG

GABRIELA CASTELAN ’24   

Once a Charger, Always a Charger

FORENSIC SCIENCE
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